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Happy fall/winter season to everyone!  I 

have    enjoyed the summer very much and 

that the pretty fall scenery around the area. 

I have set and achieved some personal 

goals, such as biking to work often and the 

challenge of getting back up Tunnel    

Mountain at the end of the day.  My family 

and friends have had the opportunity to 

kayak from Banff to Canmore on several 

occasions and my husband and I hiked     

Ha Ling, what an amazing experience. 

 

These were all new experiences to me,    

having only lived here 10 months.  While   

others may have done these things several 

times and they are now no big deal, they 

truly were all very exciting and special to 

me.  I have been told that I will never tire of 

seeing the mountains, but my worry being 

that over time I will forget to see them.  I 

now believe what I was told.  I look at them 

every day many times and marvel at how 

different the same mountain can look    

depending on the weather, the sun, or time 

of day. The magnificence of my surround-

ings makes me smile. 

 

Much like the view or climb of the        

mountains in the changing seasons, our 

work changes can occur daily, and what we 

see may look different at different times as 

well as when others see them. We have to 

get creative and problem solve with sudden 

changes, just like in bad weather. The  

climb can be exhausting, however, the             

accomplishments make you smile and are 

so rewarding.  If the work feels like climbing 

a mountain, make sure to take the time to 

reflect, look back and be very proud of the 

hard work done and the accomplishments 

you have made or your team has              

accomplished.   

 

 

 

I recently was at a conference where the 

question was posed to the group “Why are 

we here?” Many discussions occurred and 

at the end, one of the final comments was 

“People don’t buy what you do; they buy 

why you do it” and I have to say I agree. My 

why is to make a difference in some   

meaningful way that benefits patient/

resident care, although my role might do 

that differently than others in the building. 

Iif we didn’t have our patients/residents we 

wouldn’t need to be here and knowing why 

we are here adds meaning to all that we do. 

So, I ask you “What is your why?” 

 

Thank you to everyone for choosing to work 

here and making our patient care so   

meaningful.  In each and every department 

as well as the clinics we work with,        

wonderful work is being done now and for 

the    future.  I wish everyone the best for 

the start of our winter season. 
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“No regrets!   I’ve heard it said a hundred times, maybe more, 
over the years, most often by people who seem to be type A, if 
one accepts that rather simplistic description of human          
diversity.  “I live my life in one direction”, someone might      
declare, “I don’t waste time thinking about the past, and I don’t 
allow regret to enter my sphere of life. No regrets.”   
 
With that phrase in mind may I share with you that my spouse 
and I have recently completed what we hope will be our final 
move for many years to come.  After three stints in Banff over 
the past 17 years, and after 16 months of deliberation,             
discussion, debate, and weighing pros and cons, we are now 
Cochranites and it feels 
good!  The best of both worlds, 
we like to say, close to the city 
and all the cultural/arts/sports 
events we like to    attend, yet 
still quite close to the        
mountains and the hiking, 
friends, and majesty of this part 
of the world.   
 
So far so good!  We were 
blessed in finding a great      
realtor who led us to a great 
house, and we intend to make 
of it a true home.  Yet can I be 
totally honest?  A part of me 
misses the mountains, I mean 
being in close proximity to 
them.  Something about the    
Rockies, perhaps indescribable, gets right into the soul of some 
of us and never leaves.  I suspect I will have this love affair with 
the   mountains for the rest of my life.   Is there regret in leaving 
Banff for Cochrane?  No, not really regret, … ok, maybe a little.  If 
so, this regret is muted, relegated to another part of my psyche, 
on a daily basis by anticipation of an as yet unknown future in 
the Cochrane/Springbank area.  There is a “both/and”  element 
to this part of my journey as I continue to settle into and adjust 
to our new home and community, in other words both excite-
ment over where I am now and some degree of  melancholy as I      
reflect on great Bow Valley memories – hikes, friends, choral 
concerts, wonderful church communities (St. Pauls Presbyterian, 
Rundle United). 
 
Fall is a time of change, some we enjoy, some not so much.  The 
now earthy-looking leaves strewn on the ground, yellows tinted 
by brown and grey shades, browns becoming crisp and crackly in 
their dryness.  Snow atop Cascade and Rundle that’s here to stay 
for the next several months, and of course daylight stolen away 
by Sulphur’s all-too-quick enveloping of the setting November/
December sun.   We are in a time of year which straddles two 
seasons, “both” the tail end of autumn “and” the start of        
winter.   As some Buddhists would remind us, everything in the 
universe is impermanent, ever-changing, and peace comes partly 
in accepting, not fighting this reality, whether it be seasonal 

change or life change.  Winter will come.   Change will 
come. 
 
What I’ve noticed after three or so years of service at     
Mineral Springs Hospital is that change in our particular 
work setting is almost constant.  Policies “from above” (I 
mean Edmonton), procedures, rules, regulations, these are 
always being tweaked, it seems, upgraded, improved,    
revamped.  Specialists are then dispatched from their cozy 
offices to explain such changes, to smooth out the way for 
us, help us understand and adjust.   Not necessarily easy, if 
one expects things to stay the same.  Staff turnover is    

another aspect of change in our 
hospital.  Some have been here 
for decades, some for 
months.  Yet the frequency of 
our staff orientation days   
validates the fact that new 
staff are always joining our 
team.   
 
What doesn’t change?  People 
seeking health care at Mineral 
Springs.   The sick, the ill or 
diseased, those who’ve      
suffered from varieties of   
accidents, the elderly ones who 
can no longer care for       
themselves, those whose joints 

or limbs need  replacement, 
they all come for help, for healing, 

perchance for wholeness in some sense.   What else hasn’t 
changed?  Our calling, duty and responsibility to care for 
those desperate for our help.  While of course modern     
medicine has changed,   improved dramatically over time, 
and continues to do so on virtually a constant basis, the 
basic relationship between a health care provider and a sick 
person remains the same.  Help is needed.  We/you respond. 
 
My simple message this fall?   May you be blessed in your 
work and service here at Mineral Springs, blessed in this 
season of transition and change, blessed as you tend to the 
needs of your patients and/or residents, this high calling to 
which you’ve given your life.  Mistakes will be made, wrong 
choices taken, yet may you be transformed in looking at the 
larger picture of life and your role in it, not burdened by 
regret but liberated in your learning and ever-evolving      
self-discovery of how an imperfect life, such as we all will 
experience, still holds value and purpose, meaning and the 
promise of a sense of fulfilment.   
 

 
Grace and Peace, 

Rev. Dave Crawford 
Chaplain, Mineral Springs Hospital 

 

T H E  L Y N X  

A Chaplin’s Perspective   A Chaplin’s Perspective   A Chaplin’s Perspective      
Transition and transformation  
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ART FOR LIFE PROGRAM 

The “Art for Life” program continues to be a successful initiative for the residents of 
St. Martha’s.  The program was set up to bring funding to the music therapy         
program for the long term residents.  To date the hospital has sold 24 pieces of art!  
A painting found a new home in Australia this past fall as a result of an Australian 
patient that was forced to cancel his grizzly bear tour on the west coast and decided 
to bring the painting home to remind him of the beauty of Canadian bears. 
 
Many new artists are displaying work in the halls, including one of our own staff, 
Edin Cejvanovic.  His beautiful photographs allow us to learn of another talented 
side of Edin, one that is an artist and explorer willing to share his moments with us.  
Thank you Edin! 
 
Think of bringing music to the residents as you shop for Christmas in our own art 
gallery here at the Banff Mineral Springs Hospital. 
Check out our “Art for Life” online catalogue at 

http://www.banffmineralspringshospital.com/bnf/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Art-For-Life-Online

-Catalogue_Summer-2014.pdf 

Edin Cejvanovic.   
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 THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR LONG 

SERVICE AND RETIREMENT AWARD 

RECIPIENTS. PLEASE BE SURE TO 

CONGRATULATE OUR LONG SERVING 

EMPLOYEES.  

The Long Service 

Awards 

 Left to Right: Gabby De Baie, Dr. Chris Irving, Trista 
Turgeon, Bonny Geyer, Dr. Lynne Marriott, Mandi Fair, 
Diane Price, Jodie Tysdal, Dr. Michael Shuster, Kat 
McEwen, Dr. Simon Bartley, Heather Bester, Shirley 
Pearson, Dr. Elizabeth Hall-Findlay, Gayle Bories, Edin 
Cejvanovic, Carolyn Howes, Dr. Otto Huhn, Kiyoko Koike  
Missing from Photo: Dave Beattie, Adrian Christilaw, 
Kathleen Gill, Elan Hudym, Lindsay Larkin, Dr. Devin 
Nielsen, Stuart Paterson, Marla Schultz, Helen Barry, 
Darren Hancock, Kevin Palmer, Dr. Steve Shigeishi, Mar-
gie Smith, Alyson Fink, Daryl Sippel, Paul Thickett, Dr. 
Nancy Blaney, Philip Hoilett, David Holder, Dr. Jane 
Fowke, Marlene Johnson, Dr. Ian Macdonald, Roberta 
Ross, Ian Bruce  

 Left to Right: . Nina Livesley, Glenn Matthews, Jody 
Yawney, Dr. Lynne Marriott, Pamela Wong,                      
Dr.  Petersen 
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50 years of service ‘well spent’: Pearson50 years of service ‘well spent’: Pearson50 years of service ‘well spent’: Pearson   

P A G E  5  T H E  L Y N X  

What started out as earning some extra cash to put towards a family 
vehicle turned in to a 50-year career for one Banff Mineral Springs Hos-
pital employee. 

Shirley Pearson started working in the admitting office in 1963. 

She worked the evening shift for 19 years, before becoming a unit clerk 
for the next 32. 

While the recently married Pearson initially took the job to pay for a new 
family vehicle — a black Pontiac to be exact — she ended up staying a 
few extra years for the people. 

“Naturally, I’d like to say I’m like  anybody and stayed because I needed 
the pay cheque, that’s why I started in the first place to pay for a car, 
and then children and expenses and I just kept on going. But I think it’s 
the    people that keep bringing you back,” said Pearson, who currently 
works as a clerk for the Acute Care wing. 

It’s also a very interesting job. “There’s  never a dull moment,” said Pear-
son, who likes the fact that she never quite knows what will happen get 
on any given day and that she is continuously learning. 

Whether it’s admitting patients,  preparing medical charts, arranging 
ambulance transfers, deciphering   illegible handwriting or singing in the 
hospital’s choir, Pearson also likes knowing that she’s given back to the 
community she’s called home for 63 years. 

 

“I’m not good at knitting or anything, so I better be doing something  
useful,” she said. 

On Wednesday evening, Pearson was recognized for 50 years of service 
to the hospital — time she considers well spent. 

While she’s not quite sure she’ll make it to 55, the unit clerk assures that 
she still has a few years of service left before she picks up a pair of nee-
dles. 

“It doesn’t seem that long, in retrospect,” she said. “Life goes by very 
quickly.” 

The biggest change the clerk noticed over the years was when the facili-
ty was transferred from the Sister of Saint Martha — a group of dedi-
cated nuns — to the Alberta Catholic Health Corporation in 1987. 

“My most memorable time was working under them, because they were 
still here when I started working. They were really inspirational. They 
were really dedicated women and very nice, very kind,” said Pearson. 

Another 40 staff members were recognized on Wednesday evening, in-
cluding Dr. Otto Huhn for 45 years, and Dr. Elizabeth Hall-Findlay and 
Roberta Ross for 30 years of service. 
 

Story by Michelle Ferguson and was featured in the Crag and Canyon 

This year Shirley was honoured at the Long Service Awards for 50 years of service. As we all 
know, Shirley's songs are famous, this year a song was written just for her… Check it out!  

Shirley’s Song  II 
** Sing to the tune of “Those were the days” by 

Mary Hopkin 
 
Once upon a time, near the beginning of time 
Starting at MSH in ‘63  
Working with the sisters of St. Martha’s 
There Was no place, Shirley’d rather be 
 
These are the days my friends, we think they’ll 
never end 
She’ll sing and work, forever and a day 
She’ll color code the charts, and sing the tenor 
parts 
For she’s still here, and working everyday 
 
Playing in the band, she was a sax fiend 

Fiddlin’ around, you know she would 
Piano and guitar were elementary 
If it was about music, you know she could 
 
These are the days my friend, we hope they nev-
er end     
She’ll sing and work, forever and a day 
She’ll keep on answering phones, while the nurs-
es moan 
For she’s still young, and working everyday 
 
Prepping for the week at work on Sundays 
Shirley is the queen of acute care    
Sharpening pencils and hole punching docu-
ments 
And god forbid you sit down in her chair 
 

These are the days my friends, we think they’ll 
never end 
She’ll sing and work forever and a day 
She’ll color code the charts, and play the piano 
parts    
 
For she’s still here and working everyday 
Shirley please  don’t  eh eh ver retire 
It would be a sad day that’s true –CRYING!! 
We just want to say how much we love you 
For who you are and all the things you do 
  
 CHORUS   La La La… For she’s still here, 
......and working everyday 
 
Written by Glenn Matthews Song by Glenn    
Matthews and the Mineral Spirits.  
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This year, Covenant Health is recognizing and celebrating 150 years of Catholic Health Care in 
Alberta. Catholic hospitals were the heart of pioneer communities and anchored the 

establishment of many towns and cities that spurred Alberta’s growth and prosperity.  Today we 
respond to our communities as part of an integrated health system with Alberta Health Services 

to serve our communities, this continuity of care is essential for the health of all Albertans. 

 
On September 25th, staff, friends and family, and community members helped us celebrate 150 

years of Catholic Health Care in Alberta.  Attendees joined us for snacks and refreshments, 
musical entertainment, and listened to speeches that spoke to the rich history of Catholic Health 

Care in Alberta and more specifically, here at our site. Those who came out to the event were 
able to get a glimpse of the past with photos and articles from the earlier days of the hospital 

and the founding Sisters on display. We even were fortunate enough to have a Nun’s habit 

shipped to us all the way from the Sisters of St. Martha of Antigonish, Nova Scotia. It was also an 
opportunity to appreciate the wonderful talent displayed through our Art for Life initiative and to 

find out what new and exciting projects are in the works for the site, including the much 
anticipated refurbishing of our chapel.   

150 YEAR CELEBRATION  

P A G E  6  F A L L  2 0 1 4  
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Staying Safe 

P A G E  8  
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The Real Headliners The Real Headliners The Real Headliners    
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Banff Mineral Springs Hospital unveiled a 

new piece of equipment to help patients to 

be more independent. 

On Friday, the Solo Step Tracker was given 

its public birthing        

as two long-term           

patients stepped into 

a new world. 

‘It’s been a long    

awaited event. This is 

very special to us,” 

said Shelly Buchan, 

Mineral Springs site

    

administrator. 

B etty  R e in h ard t       

suffered a stroke a 

couple of years ago. 

While she never gives 

up, walking again has 

proven quite a task 

and it usually takes 

two  physiotherapists 

to assist her in her 

daily exercise routine. 

On Friday, while it still took two  persons to 

clip her into the new Solo Step Tracker, she 

was able to move herself along the        

track in the physio room at the hospital.              

Physiotherapist Anne Tredray was still at 

her side but only serving as guide rather 

than handler as Reinhardt walked on her 

own,   supported by the new piece of    

equipment. 

 

That Solo Step Tracker is a harness connected 

to a track attached to the roof of the clinic. It 

allows a modicum of independence for the     

patient and freedom from the more hands-on 

approaches of the past. A single green strip 

along the floor keeps 

the patient’s focus 

on walking a straight 

line. 

While Reinhardt, who 

is still unable to          

communicate in a 

normal manner, still 

handled her walker, 

she beamed at the 

independence given 

her in      charting her 

own course across 

the room, including 

the ability to now 

walk backwards. 

While seemingly a 

small thing, the   Solo 

Track Stepper costs 

$6,000 and a further 

$12,000 to install and 

secure it in the  physic clinic. Originally, it was 

to be installed in the long-term care area, but 

a prohibitive cost of $50,000 to upgrade the 

roof to enable the piece of  equipment to be 

installed forced hospital staff to find an       

alternative location — one that offered a little 

less track in the end. 

The project was launched two years ago and 

made possible with funding from the Banff 

Mineral Spring ladies auxiliary and the Banff 

Community Foundation. Betty Reinhardt tries out the new Solo Step Track as            

physiotherapist Anne Tredray looks on at the Banff Mineral 

Springs Hospital on Friday, Oct. 3, 2014. Russ Ullyot/Crag & 

Canyon/QMI Agency  

P A G E  9  
F A L L  2 0 1 4  
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Over the pass several years Holiday on 
Horseback has been giving  back to our 
Hospital residents and patients of the 

Mineral Springs Hospital . 
 

We thank Ron Warner (previous 
owner) who originally started the 

complimentary horse carriage  rides in 
the summer for us. 

The Current owner now is Julie Canning  

HORSE AND 

CARRIAGE RIDE 

COOKIE WALK 

Thank you to all the staff who contributed and 
supported our annual cookie walk on St. 

Martha's Place. 
 

This year we raised over $1100.00 ! 

P A G E  1 0  F A L L  2 0 1 4  
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Shelley Buchan and   

Rainier Jalalon 

MDRD ACCREDIATION  

vaccination from       
Bonnie Mende’s        

roving  immunization 
clinics.  Thank you a 

to all who have 
helped to save lives 
while feeding the             
hungry.  As the flu   
season approaches 
IP&C strategies to   

prevent the         
transmission of res-

piratory virus include: 

 
 
 Keeping healthy 
 Practicing good 

cough etiquette 
 Hand hygiene 

and 
 Not attending 

work if you are 
unwell 

Banff Mineral Springs 
Hospital  launched 

the annual Flu      
Campaign   October 

8
th

 with Site  Adminis-
trator Shelley Buchan 

receiving the first 
dose.  48%  Rainier       
Jalalon created a    

giant thermometer to 
track the percentage 
of staff  who received 

their            

 
We have completed the second hand     
hygiene audit period for the year.  Our 
overall results have decreased since the 
spring audit period. Keep an eye out for 
new strategies and on-going educational 
activities. In order that we “Don’t hand out 
Germs” we must  “Rub-it-in, Rub-it-in”   
alcohol based hand rub or soap and water 
per the Four Moments of Hand Hygiene. 

Congratulations are in order for the MDRD staff- they recently underwent 
an IP&C dept audit and received a score of 96%. This is a huge               
improvement over the 81% received in 2011. There was teamwork and       
collaboration from Covenant Health Edmonton with sending Oliver Etcu 
Manager Grey Nuns/Misercordia)and Lan Nguyen(Supervisor Misercordia 
MDRD) here to help our team make positive changes. Congratulations to 
Millie Chan, Thuy Ngo, Junko Kai and Edin Cejvanovic for all their work and 
commitment to providing safe patient care in their department.   


